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Tested and validated by 
Product Research Gear under 
extreme smokejumper operations, 
this kit is designed with the best 
products on the market to get 
you out of any SNAFU.  Ideal for 
vehicles, aircraft, marine vessels, 
ATVs or on any adventure you 
undertake.  These tools, from 
renowned brands, are practical 
to use every day, but can also 
save your life.  This kit has what 
you need to start a fire, signal 
for help, and navigate your way, 
not to mention the general utility 
of a knife, multi-tool and multiple   
lighting options.  

Kit 
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Also available in Tactical/Black.



The BlastMatch™ one-handed 
�re starter creates a stream of 
sparks three times as hot as a 
standard match and works in 
all weather conditions.  At the 
center of the BlastMatch™ is a 
custom bar of high 
performance �int material. A 
tungsten carbide striker built 
into the striker button is 
positioned at the exact angle 
for maximum sparks.

BlastMatchTM 
Fire Starter

WetFire™ can get a blaze 
going even in a downpour.  
The cubes can burn wet or 
dry. WetFire™ Tinder is 
individually packaged in a 
lightweight solid cube form 
and  burns at over 1300 
degrees. It cools almost 
instantly when snu�ed out 
and can be relit.   

WetFireTM Tinder

By adding a tough elastomer 
wrap, the Delta Shockproof 
lighter has all the stormproof 
qualities you expect plus 
incredible impact resistance.  
The Delta lighter features a 
stainless steel wire closure to 
stay watertight even if 
dropped. Uses quadruple-
re�ned butane fuel.

Ultimate SurvivalTM

DeltaTM Lighter

The TX10 tactical LED light has 
four colors: white, red, green 
and blue - each controlled by a 
separate switch. A lightweight 
aluminum casing o�ers great 
durability and will hold up to 
heavy daily use. 8 hour and 15 
minute runtime on 3 AAA 
batteries. 

CoastTM 
TX10 LED

The JetScream™ Whistle is a 
low pro�le, pea-less whistle 
for survival, safety, and 
communication purposes. 
This exceptional whistle 
focuses manmade air 
streams through harmoni-
cally tuned chambers to 
produce a piercing shriek 
audible over most natural 
and manmade noises. 

JetScreamTM Whistle

This heavy-duty paracord 
bracelet includes 7 feet of 550 
lb. test cord. Easy to unravel, 
the uses are endless.

 

Ultimate SurvivalTM 
Para 550TM

A feature-packed compass in 
a handy matchbox style case, 
the MB-6 is a combination of 
a hand bearing and base 
plate compass. It features an 
adjustable declination           
correction scale, easy-to-read 
luminous markings, and a 
clinometer.   Balanced for the 
northern hemisphere.  
 

SuuntoTM 
MB-6 Compass

Lightweight and durable, 4” 
ChemLights are recommended 
for marking routes, clearing 
areas, vehicle lanes, night patrol, 
combat operations, and survival. 
Individually foil-wrapped for 
light/moisture protection. Green 
sticks provide up to 6 hours of 
illumination.

Cyalume®  
ChemLights® Signal 
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Packed with essential tools 
that include pliers/grippers, 
wire cutters, partially 
serrated blade, small/large 
screwdrivers, Phillips screw-
driver, three-sided �le, can 
opener, bottle opener, awl, 
rulers, lanyard and heavy 
duty nylon pouch.

SOG® 
Pocket PowerPlierTM  

StarFlash® Signal Mirror   
Over 90% as re�ective as 
glass yet far lighter, this 
mirror has a scratch-
resistant coating and 
�oats.

The SOG Trident uses the S.A.T. 
(SOG Assisted Technology™) 
opening mechanism. There is a 
built-in safety to lock the blade 
closed. The Trident has the 
patent pending Groove™ in 
the handle, which allows the 
operator to cut paracord, 
�shing line, etc. without 
having to open the blade. 

SOG® 
Trident TiNiTM  


